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ABSTRACT 

In this paper dr. Kalam trusts that education is a pillar of a 

Education is the most important element for growth and prosperity of a nation. He trusts that 

education is the most important area of service sector and it provides required knowledge and 

skill to do any work. On the basis

teaching is giving theoretical lessons coupled with practical examples available in nature. He has 

provided that learning needs freedom to think and freedom to imagine and both have to be 

facilitated by the teacher and the education system.
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In this paper dr. Kalam trusts that education is a pillar of a developed and a powerful country. 

Education is the most important element for growth and prosperity of a nation. He trusts that 

education is the most important area of service sector and it provides required knowledge and 

skill to do any work. On the basis of past experience of his student life, he suggested that real 

teaching is giving theoretical lessons coupled with practical examples available in nature. He has 

provided that learning needs freedom to think and freedom to imagine and both have to be 

litated by the teacher and the education system. 
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